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POSITIVEORGANIZATIONAL SCHOLARSHIPDefine PositiveOrganizational 

Scholarship. 

Importance of three words in POS. Positive organizational scholarship is an 

umbrella idea used tochain a variety of methods in organizational studies, 

each of which includesthe notion of “ the positive.” In previously published 

work, severaldescriptions have been used to describe the domain of POS 

including, “ the processes and states  that rise from and result in 

enhancedcapabilities, life-giving dynamics, , and enhanced capabilities and 

optimalfunctioning”, “ an accentuation on recognizing individual and 

aggregate qualities(characteristics and forms) and finding how such qualities

empower humanprospering (goodness, generativity, development, and 

flexibility)”(Roberts, 2006)” the investigation of particularly positive results, 

procedures, and traits of associations and their individuals,” and an “ 

emphasison progression that are commonly depicted by words, for example, 

greatness, flourishing, thriving, wealth, versatility, or excellence”” (Cameron,

Dutton, & Quinn, 2003,) and “ authoritative research happening at the 

miniaturizedscale, and full scale levels which focuses to unanswered 

inquiries regardingwhat procedures, states, and conditions are essential in 

clarifying individualand aggregate prospering. Prospering alludes to being in 

an ideal scope ofhuman working”. 

These depictions allunderline comparable terms that portray forms, 

elements, points of view, andresults thought to be sure. Underscore that POS

isn’t esteem unbiased. Itadvocates the position that the want to enhance the

human condition is allinclusive and that the ability to do as such is dormant 

in every single humanframework. In this manner, though generally positive 
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results, for example, enhancing the association, and accomplishing 

objectives or gainfulness are notrejected from thought, POS has an 

inclination toward nurturing, generative, andrecognizing human conditions 

paying little respect to whether they areconnected to conventional monetary

or political advantages.. PositiveThe mostdebated idea associated with POS 

is the “ P” positive. Positive denotes to an affirmative bias, an examination of

marvels thatrepresent a value orientation to elevation, virtuousness and

(Bernsterin, 2003). 

POS pursues to know” Positive” state such as dynamics, resilience or 

meaningfulness as well asresults related with those states such as positive 

connections and gratitude. POS also includes the study structure in 

equilibrium but it is particularlyinterested in non-linear positive subtleties 

that are often associated withpositive organizational phenomena. 

OrganizationalThe “ O” (organizational) in POSdiscusses positive states and 

processes that happen in relationship withorganizational contexts. It draws 

from the complete range of organizationaltheories to explain, predict the 

occurrences, causes, and result of positivityin organizations. (Bernsterin, 

2003) POS enlarge thelimits of these theories to make observable positive 

process, positive states, and positive relationship that are often overlooked 

within organizationalstudies. ScholarshipThe “ S”(scholarship) in POS refers 

to precise definition, accuracy, scientific procedures, and theory. There is no 

absence of self-improvementaccounts that endorse moderately 

straightforward and uncomplicated remedies foraccomplishing satisfaction, 

satisfaction, or adequacy. POS does not remaincontrary to this variety of 

self-improvement productions, yet it stretches outpast them in its want to 
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create thorough, methodical, and hypothesis basedestablishments for 

positive wonders. 

(Bernsterin, 2003) Positive organization scholarship requiresa cautious 

meanings of terms, a method of reasoning for medicines andproposals, 

consistency with logical methodology in reaching determinations, 

ahypothetical justification, and establishing in past academic work. POS is 

wideconcept which includes number of concepts that 

includes:·        Humility·        Integrity·        Leveraging 

strengths·        Hope·        Forgiveness·        VirtuousnessPOS also focus on 

positive feelings, empathy andsentiments of individual and groups. We also 

study below given concepts in POS ·        Positive 

emotions·        Passion·        Group emotions·        Subjective well-

being·        Positive energy·        Group emotions How thediscipline of positive

organization scholarship has evolved? Positive organizational scholarship 

seeks to understand whatrepresents the best of the human condition 

grounded on theory and academicresearch. 

Just as positive psychology emphases on discovering optimumindividual 

psychological states instead of pathological ones, organizationalscholarship 

emphases on the procreative dynamics in organizations that lead tothe 

expansion of human strength, enable healing and restoration, 

cultivateextraordinary individual, foster resiliency in employees and 

organizationalperformance. POS stresses what goes right in organizations (in

addition to whatgoes wrong) what raises organization and individuals (in 

adding to what teststhem), what is life-giving (or  what is lifedepleting and 

problematic), what is looked as good (in addition to what isarguable ), and 
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what is exciting (in addition to what is difficult or demanding). While note 

overlooking typical patterns of behavior or dysfunctional, inspectsthe 

enablers, motivations, and effects related with extraordinarily 

positivephenomena, how organizations cancapitalize on them, why 

theywork, how they arefacilitated and how they can beidentified. POSrise 

because a display of organizational phenomena was being overlooked so, 

such phenomena were neither valued nor methodically studied. It was 

typicallynot considered real in scientific areas for example, to use terms such

as” positive deviance” or “ flourishing” to define outcomes or to discuss 

theeffects of virtues in companies. Studies offorgiveness and compassion 

two of the initial studies in the POS works (Ameron, 2002). Certainly 

deviatedfrom the conventional of organizational science. Positive 

organizational scholarship also rose because theresultant  variables that 

conquered theorganization works absorbed mainly on economic efficiency, 

problem solvingcompetitive advantage, and profitability,(Ghoshal, 2005)but 

result such as eudemonic well-being, social and  psychological (Gallagher, 

2009)including social contribution, social actualization, social integration , 

socialacceptance and social coherence,  as wellas person 

sustainability (Pfeffer, 2010) were mainly outsidethe purview of principal 

organizational science. 

The best of the humancondition what people care about intensely and 

intensely was much less observablein organizational scholarshipPositive 

organizational scholarship might be claimed tohave a long history, seeing 

back to William James’ (1902) writings on what he called” healthy 

mindedness,” The earlyestablishments of the hierarchical improvement field 
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supported “ anotherdisposition of good faith and expectation” (Bennis, 1969)

and emphasized TheHuman Side of Enterprise (McGregor, 1960) as a 

response to the dehumanizing andmonetarily coordinated accentuations in 

work associations. Positiveauthoritative grant, hence, isn’t as much another 

field of examination as it isa mixing power that unites subjects, points of 

view, and factors that have beenscattered in the writing and immature or 

overlooked in logical examination. Also, little of this work expressly tended to

associationsas the substances of intrigue. Positive hierarchical grant rising, 

in this way, accomplishes more than just develop a store for prior work. 

It features theassociation as a setting for contemplate and in the meantime 

stresses the significanceof numerous levels of investigations including 

people, gatherings, and socialorders. Positive hierarchical grant features 

procedures and practices thathappen in associations and are related with 

positive results, the experimentalmethod of reasoning for claims about 

energy, and the hypothetical justificationfor the nurturing flow and results 

related with associations. Amid the arranging phases of thisoccasion, the 

psychological militant assaults on September 11, 2001 happened inNew 

York, Washington, D. C., and Pennsylvania. Like most different natives, 

themeeting coordinators realized their powerful urge to contribute assets 

that mayprofit those affliction from the agony and tragedies related with 

thesehorrendous occasions. The choice was made to dispatch a Website 

Leading Trying Times(http://www. bus. 

umich. edu/Positive/CPOS/Publications/tryingtimes. html)Which shared what 

had been gainedfrom inquire about identifying with positive ways to deal 

with troublesomecircumstances (Spreitzer, 2012) scholars contributedbrief 
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articles on themes, for example, empathy, greatness, trust, flexibility, 

recuperating, pardoning, helping, fearlessness, character, and 

discoveringquality. 

Reactions to this site from researchers and specialists featured 

therequirement for more consideration guided at seeing how to develop 

thriving inauthoritative settings in the midst of the setting of test and 

torment. The consequent gathering unitedresearchers working in an 

assortment of scholarly spaces to talk about not justhow to address 

troublesome conditions and issues yet in addition how toencourage thriving 

and ability working at the individual, gathering, andhierarchical levels. To 

propel this work, the Center for PositiveOrganizational Scholarship was 

consequently framed at the University ofMichigan (www. bus. umich. 

edu/positive), with partners Wayne Baker, David Mayer, GretchenSpreitzer, 

and Lynn Wooten. The title, Positive Organizational Scholarship, waschosen 

to portray the basic topics being sought after. Why has therebeen a 

disproportionate emphasis on negative side? Why shift towards positiveside?

Organizations tend to stress negative phenomenafor adaptation and survival

they are related with addressing difficulties, threats or forces that are 

competitive. 

If more organizational effects can becreated by addressing the negative, it is

rational that organizationalprocesses, policies, practices will, over time, also 

incline toward directingand organizing around negative factors more than 

positivefactors. Empirical indication has suggested that when positive factors

aregiven greater emphases than negative factors, individuals and 

organizationstend to flourish. In addition to highlighting phenomena that 
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have been mainlyoverlooked in organizational studies, scholarly attention 

directing on thepositive is important because positive settings produce a “ 

heliotrope result. Heliotropism is defined as the propensity in all living 

systems toward positiveenergy and away from negative energy or toward 

that which is away from lifedepleting and which is life giving. 

In nature, positive drive is mostfrequently experienced in the form of 

sunlight, but it may occur in other formsas well such as interpersonal 

kindness. Established on the heliotropicargument, a positive environment is 

the preferred condition because it engenderslife giving resourcefulness and 

positive energy. Persons reported thoughtful about positive statements 

50%longer than neutral statements and almost 20% longer than negative 

statements, so that mental rehearsal is biased toward positivity, and positive

informationcan be recollected more accurately and more easily. Negative 

phenomena are notlearned more quickly than are positive phenomena 

people are not able to absorbnegative phenomena more accurately than 

positive phenomena. How to achieve the best of human condition? A key 

segment ofpositive authoritative grant is the idea of uprightness, as shown in

andthrough associations. Established in the Latin word virtues, which 

meansquality or greatness, Plato and Aristotle portrayed righteousness as 

the wantsand activities that deliver individual and social great. All the more 

as oflate, righteousness has been portrayed as the best of the human 

condition, themost recognizing practices and results, the greatness and 

quintessence ofmankind, and the most elevated goals of people (Comte-

Stoneville, 2001; Weiner, 1993; Chapman, and Gallstone, 1992; Dent, 1984; 

Macintyre, 1984). 
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Wheneverexperienced, righteousness is exceedingly prized and respected, 

and prudentpeople are all around adored, copied, furthermore, even sainted.

Excellence inassociations identifies with the conduct of people in 

authoritative settings, and a developing writing on this theme is rising in the 

field of positive brainresearch (Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi, 2000; Snyder 

and Lopez, 2002). Theappearance and results of expectation, appreciation, 

insight, absolution, empathy, versatility, and other comparable ethics are 

starting to getconsiderable consideration in the logical writing (Snyder, 1994;

Sternberg, 1998; Seligman, 2002; Peterson and Bossier, 1991; Harker and 

Kilter, 2001; McCullough, Pargament, and Thoreson, 2000; Emmons, 1999). 

Goodness through associationsidentifies with empowering influences in 

associations that encourage andsustain ideals. Goodness 

throughassociations has once in a while been inspected. In spite of the fact 

thatinvestigations of business morals, corporate social obligation, and 

citizenshipconduct have been tended to, virtuous is remarkable from these 

ideas, andhierarchical appearances of ethicalness and its outcomes stay 

immaturehypothetically and experimentally. 

This is terrible in light of the fact thatexcellence is personally fixing to what 

regards and for individuals, so itsoversight from logical examination leaves a 

void in accepting the full scope ofsignificant authoritative spectacle.      
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